Academic Publications

BOOK


- Awarded the 2013 Biennial Book Prize, Canadian Philosophical Association.
- Topic of joint meeting of Canadian Philosophical Association and Canadian Political Science Association, June 2013; meeting of the German Political Science Association, March 2014; and Institute for Value Studies workshop at the University of Winchester, June 2016.
- Translated into Polish (Oficyna 21, Warsaw), forthcoming
- Translated into Japanese (Shogakusha, Tokyo, 2016), 406 pp.
- Translated into Spanish (Editorial Ad-Hoc, Buenos Aires), forthcoming
ARTICLES/CHAPTERS:

Forthcoming


“Inclusive Citizenship beyond the Capacity Contract” in Ayelet Shachar, Irene Bloemraad, Maarten Vink and Rainer Bauböck (eds) Oxford Handbook of Citizenship (Oxford University Press). [Co-authored with Will Kymlicka]


2016


“A Sustainable Campus: The Sydney Declaration on Interspecies Sustainability”, Animal Studies Journal, Vol. 5/1, (2016), pp. 110-151. [Co-authored with Probyn-Rapsey, Fiona; Ioannides, George; Lea, Tess; Marsh, Kate; Neimanis, Astrida; Potts, Annie; Taylor, Nick; Twine, Richard; Wadiwel, Dinesh; and White, Stuart]
- Translated into German as “Staatsbürgerschaft” in Arianna Ferrari and Klaus Petrus (eds) Lexikon der Mensch/Tier-Beziehungen (Transcript Publishers, Bielefeld, 2015), 329-333.

- Reprinted, in abridged form, in Animal Lovers (Verlag der nGbK, Berlin) forthcoming


- Translated into Spanish in Revista Latinoamericana de Estudios Criticos Animales, forthcoming

“Animal Rights and Aboriginal Rights”, in Vaughan Black, Peter Sankoff and Katie Sykes (eds), Perspectives on Animals and the Law in Canada (Irwin Law, 2015), pp. 159-186. [Co-authored with Will Kymlicka]
- To be reprinted/excerpted in Eldon Soifer, ed. Ethical Issues: Perspectives for Canadians (7th edition, forthcoming)

2014


- Translated into Spanish in Derecho y Humanidades (Universidad de Chile, forthcoming)


**INTERVIEWS:**


“An Interview with Sue Donaldson and Will Kymlicka”, *Between the Species* Vol 17/1 (2014): pp. 140-165. [Sue Donaldson and Will Kymlicka interviewed by Angus Taylor.]


**REVIEWS**


**Academic Talks & Workshops**

Guest speaker (via Skype) to discuss *Zoopolis*, in Dr. Andrew Fenton’s course: ‘Work in Critical Animal Philosophy’ (PHIL 4220/5220), Dalhousie University, Halifax, Dec. 6, 2016.

Guest speaker to discuss “Queen’s Animal Defence: A Profile in Advocacy” in Dr. Samantha King’s course: ‘Animals, Health & Society’ (HLTH 495) Queen’s University, Nov. 8, 2016.

Panelist for author’s panel at Kingston’s inaugural VegFest, October 22, 2016.

Speaker at “Zoopolis Examined” workshop at Institute for Value Studies, University of Winchester, June 6, 2016.
“Inclusive Citizenship” presentation at The Oxford Handbook of Citizenship Authors’ Conference, European University Institute, June 2-4, 2016. (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka).

Commentator on Eva Meijer’s “Interspecies encounters and the political turn: from dialogues to deliberation” at the workshop on “Political Animals: Agency, Participation, and Representation”, Montreal, March 5, 2016. Co-sponsored by APPLE, and the Centre de recherche en éthique (CRÉ) at the Université de Montréal.

Skype participant in University of Sydney workshop on “Veg*n Sustainability” sponsored by the Human-Animal Research Network (HARN)), February 16, 2016.

“Interspecies Politics” talk at panel on “Animal Rights and Political Theory”, American Philosophical Association (Eastern Division) annual meeting, Washington DC, January 9, 2016 (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka).


“Animal ethics, animal rights, human responsibility”, Later Life Learning, Belleville, Nov. 20, 2013. (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka)


“Reply to Palmer, Wadiwel, Janara and Bailey”, panel on Zoopolis at joint meeting of Canadian Philosophical Association and Canadian Political Science Association, University of Victoria, June 4, 2013. (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka)
“Zoopolis: A Political Theory of Animal Rights”, Center for Ethics, California State University Fresno, April 2, 2013. (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka)

“Author Meets Critics panel on Zoopolis” (cancelled due to illness), American Philosophical Association Pacific Division annual meeting, San Francisco, March 30, 2013.


“Zoopolis: A Political Theory of Animal Rights”, presentation to “Animals in Political Theory Panel”, New York University. Feb. 7, 2013. (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka) This was a public event preceding the closed workshop listed next.

“Introduction to Zoopolis”, opening presentation at workshop on “Political Theory and Animals”, Animal Studies Initiative, New York University, Feb. 8, 2013. (co-presented with Will Kymlicka) The first half of this full-day workshop was devoted to Zoopolis.

“Citizen Canine” and “Unruly Beasts”, two papers presented at a workshop on Animal Citizenship, CREUM, University of Montreal, January 25, 2013. (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka).

Introductory remarks for screening of Maximum Tolerated Dose (documentary by Karol Orzechowski) at The Screening Room, Kingston, November 15, 2012.

“Citizen Canine”, presented at conference on “Domesticity and Beyond: Living and Working with Animals”, Queen’s University, September 29, 2012. (Co-presented with Will Kymlicka).


Professional Activities - Academic

Member of the Canadian Philosophical Association (since 2012)

Collaborator for Chimpopolis: Science, Society and the Political Animal. SSHRC Insight Grant awarded 2016. (Principal Investigator Letitia Meynell, Department of Philosophy, Dalhousie University, Halifax.)

Co-organizer (with Will Kymlicka, Azza Sharkawy and Zipporah Weisberg) of a workshop on “The Place of Animals in Science: Hidden Costs/Hidden Potential”, co-sponsored by Animals in Philosophy, Politics, Law and Ethics (APPLE) and Queen’s Faculty of Education on April 22, 2015.
Co-organizer (with Will Kymlicka and Zipporah Weisberg) of a conference at Queen’s on “Thinking Outside the Cage: Towards a Nonspeciesist Paradigm for Scientific Research”, sponsored by APPLE in March 27-28, 2014. I also co-authored the opening address for this conference, and served as editor of the conference report.

Adviser for a graduate student conference at Queen’s called “Domesticity & Beyond: Living and Working with Animals”, organized by Katherine Wayne on September 29, 2012.

Co-founder of research group on Animals in Philosophy, Politics, Law and Ethics (APPLE) at Queen’s in 2013.

I have reviewed manuscripts for Oxford University Press, and the Canadian Journal of Philosophy.

Animal Advocacy & Writing

I am a founding member of Queen’s Animal Defence, which is “committed to social justice for all animals, starting with those at Queen’s – whether confined in labs, consumed in cafeterias, or sharing campus grounds, structures and habitats.” QAD, active since 2013, has focused primarily on the situation of animals used in research and education at Queen’s, and on the need to incorporate animal ethics and food ‘footprints’ into campus sustainability policies.

I am a collaborator on two animal sanctuary projects in Kingston. One is a private sanctuary for farmed animals, established in 2014. The second project, “Save the Herd”, is an initiative to establish a prison farm sanctuary (2016).

I am a regular contributor to Versus, a general interest magazine of vegan life published in Montréal.

- “Etre végane dans un monde non végane” Versus No. 3 (Spring 2016)
- “Comment vivre avec les blaireaux?” Versus No. 4 (Fall 2017)

“Queen’s Animal Defence: A profile in advocacy”, (article) appeared in Animal Liberation Currents on November 21, 2016.

“Zoos & Circuses: The wrong kind of education about animals” (opinion) appeared in The Globe & Mail on May 6, 2016 [Co-authored with Will Kymlicka].

“Stirring the Pot” (a short play in 6 scenes about ‘who shall eat, and who shall be meat?’) was published in PhaenEx: journal of existential and phenomenological theory and culture, Vol. 8/2 (2013), pp. 1-27.

- This play was awarded first prize in the Ottawa Little Theatre’s national one-act playwriting competition in 2005.


**Other Publications (Selected):**


- This novel was shortlisted for an Arthur Ellis Award, best juvenile crime writing category, 2005.


**Education**

1995 Master of Arts in Linguistics and Applied Language Studies (First Class), Carleton University (Research focus: settlement language policy)

1989 Bachelor of Education (First Class), University of Toronto (Teaching subjects: English and History)

1984 Bachelor of Arts, Honours (First Class) in English Literature, Queen’s University

**Employment History**

1989-1997 Various positions as English and ESL teacher/counsellor in Ottawa (Ottawa Board of Education, Carleton University, Algonquin College) and Toronto (Board of Education for the City of York).